Won-Door Course # WD07OP : Opening Protective Requirements in Fire and Smoke Walls

(1 Learning Unit (LU) /HSW hour). It is an updated version of our other presentation so attendees will be seeing brand new content and information. In addition to opening protective requirements in fire and smoke walls, we also spend quite a bit of time discussing SteelCurtain as it relates to security.

Course # WD07OP : Opening Protective Requirements in Fire and Smoke Walls
Topics cover the following:
Ø Educates attendees on the 5 types of rated wall assemblies and the code requirements for protecting openings in those assemblies
Ø With emphasis on Chapters 7 and 10 of the International Building Code, participants learn about size limitations and applications for egress and non-egress opening protectives.
Ø Horizontal sliding fire door technology is introduced as one of the code recognized opening protectives as forth in Section 1008.1.4.2.